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Grow with purpose

Introduction:
Our approach
to sustainability
We are living through a period
of great political, social and
technological disruption, the
speed and size of which we
have never experienced before.

The make-use-dispose linear business model that

The title “Grow with Purpose” summarises our

Legislators, suppliers and consumers are aligned

has been fuelling the growth of our economy for

business philosophy and has been created with

in their fundamental belief to move to a more

decades is being actively challenged. Consumers,

input from colleagues across our business.

circular approach to our stewardship of raw

legislators and society as a whole are recognising

We all share a passion and desire to make Cedo a

materials. This enthusiasm is driving legislators to

the costs to our planet and are embracing the

business that is recognised as “doing business in

adjust markets to favour recycled materials, ban

need for dramatic and positive action.

the most sustainable way possible”, by sharing our

some un-recyclable ones and focus on innovations

transparent roadmap to minimise our impact on

that can support a future decoupled from fossil

the planet and throughout our wider supply chain.

fuel based plastics. This in turn will play a role in

Our sustainability roadmap outlines our approach
to doing business and how we will make our

the drive to halt the further depletion of our natural

contribution to achieving the goals of sustainable

As a business that is both a converter and recycler

resources and emphasise the need for increased

business development outlined by the UN in their

of plastic, it is important to us to share our

use of recycled materials in the economy.

Agenda for sustainable development 2030.

responsible stewardship of this raw material in
a transparent way.

Plastic has become widely used as it delivers
safety, functionality and versatility in a cost

Attitudes to plastic have been evolving at an

effective way. For all of us to continue enjoying

extremely fast rate. Across the 34 markets

its varied benefits, all industries that use plastic

we serve, our retail customers, consumers,

as a raw material must address its negative

governments and non-governmental organisations

impacts by applying the core principals of

(NGO’s) are focusing more on their use of plastic,

circularity. Designing out waste, keeping raw

its impact on the environment, raw material

materials in use and regenerating natural systems.

provenance and the integrity of businesses
involved in its supply. Retailers across Europe
are pledging to deliver ambitious targets in
their reduction of plastic in their packaging,
incorporating more recycled material and
increasing recyclability of finished products.

We can only make this journey to a
more circular and sustainable approach
to business by working collaboratively
with our partners, our Cedo colleagues
and openly sharing our ambitions with
our customers and consumers.
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Our
vision

Grow with purpose

Cedo at
a glance

Cedo will achieve climate neutrality in its operations by 2030 while
maximizing the use of recycled plastics in its product solutions.

Cedo was founded in 1965 and we are proud of our history and heritage.
As a privately owned business, we supply consumer household products as retailer
private brands and our own brand Paclan - one of Europe’s leading household brands.

Our values

Annually, we produce:

4
2

bn refuse

& bags

sacks

bn metres of

aluminium foil

...and we have

3
1
6

factories in Poland,
Vietnam and the UK

recycling facility in
the Netherlands

sales offices in France,
Germany, Italy, Poland,
Russia and the UK

3
2

bn

food bags

bn metres of

cling film

2k
34
£340m+
plus colleagues

markets across Europe
and North America

annual turnover
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Grow with purpose

Rik De Vos

Thousands of consumers across Europe
use our products to help them keep their
homes and offices clean, safe and tidy
every day. This essential household task
is one that is increasingly framed by
consumers broader environmental and
sustainability concerns.
I am delighted to welcome you to our first
sustainability roadmap, in which we share
our journey to sustainable business growth.
This plan is a central part of Cedo’s Vision
2025, outlining how we will grow our
business and play an increasingly positive
role in helping to solve both the global
environmental and social challenges we
all face. Our plan is a reflection of the
ambition of everybody at Cedo to work in
a business which has a strong and clearly
defined purpose for good.

Our Vision:
To achieve climate neutrality in our operations by 2030

Cedo is very proud to be widely recognised as a

We will use the Ellen MacArthur foundations (EMF)

company that has always taken a responsible

Circulytics measurement tool, transparently

approach to our use of plastics. For 40 years we

tracking our progress to become a circular business.

have been operating one of Europe’s largest flexible
plastic packaging film recycling centres, recycling
flexible plastic packaging collected from households
across 5 European countries. We process over
80,000 tonnes of plastic in our recycling centre every
year to make the next generation of refuse sacks
and garbage bags. Working with our customers,
year after year, we have increased the use of
recycled plastic in all products we manufacture.
Our plan, sets out our bold ambition to become
the most sustainable business possible. We have
set ourselves 10 commitments to better serve
our customers, positively support our colleagues
and minimise our impacts on the planet. Our

As founding signatories to the EMF New Plastics
Economy we have benefitted from their insight and
expertise in making the transition from a linear to
a circular business model. Circulytics will help us
embed circularity in every aspect of our business,
measuring progress and identifying opportunities
to develop.
We will share our progress in delivering our
ambitious goals in our annual Grow with Purpose
report, detailing the progress we have made in all
areas of our sustainability roadmap.
Grow with Purpose affirms the commitment of
all of us at Cedo to be a business to be proud of.

commitments expand on our strong legacy of
recycling plastic to include the positive transformation
we want for our colleagues, our local communities
and our manufacturing base.
Only by working collaboratively with our partners,
customers, suppliers and colleagues can we start
to more effectively play our part in dealing with
some of the environmental challenges we all face.
Consumers expect businesses, such as ours, to help
deal with these issues in a responsible and honest
way, by being completely transparent in our plans
the progress we make we will earn and retain the
trust of customers and consumers.

“

Instead of simply
trying to do less harm
we should aim to do good
Ellen MacArthur Foundation

“

Welcome from

|
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Grow with purpose

A conversation between

Q2

Lord Deben:

	
Plastic has

Rik De Vos
and Lord Deben

been an almost daily news topic since Blue Planet

was aired, are you concerned about the nature of the public?
Rik De Vos
I think that the debate has become too focused on a simple message of all plastic is bad.
A simple binary approach to ban all plastic is not the right approach. The debate would be more
valuable if it focused on plastic as a valuable resource and how we can reuse it more effectively.
At Cedo the plastics debate has been a huge catalyst to accelerate our actions to support the

The Rt. Hon John Gummer, Lord Deben, set up
and now runs Sancroft, a Corporate Responsibility
consultancy working with blue-chip companies around
the world on environmental, social and ethical issues. His sixteen years of top-level
ministerial experience also include Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries & Food, Minister
for London, Employment Minister and Paymaster General in HM Treasury. He has
consistently championed an identity between environmental concerns and business sense.

Q1

Lord Deben:

Cedo’s renewed raison d’etre is to “Grow with Purpose”.
What does this mean to you?
Rik De Vos
Grow with Purpose is our strategic vision that unifies every colleague and function in Cedo.
We believe that doing good is good for business. This belief is the driving force that will deliver

delivery of the United Nation’s sustainable development goals (SDG’s) and the Ellen MacArthur
Foundations call for a new plastics economy, ultimately becoming more circular in our approach
to business.
Consumers are increasingly using their spending power to support products and brands that
are more ethical/environmentally friendly. This desire to shop more in a more eco-positive way
should be supported with clear labelling to enable the right choice to be the easy choice,
helping consumers become more active partners in the reuse and recirculation of plastic.

Q3

Lord Deben:

As you focus on moving towards
a more circular approach to
business and your use of plastic,
what do you think will be the biggest
challenges you have to overcome?

our goal to be the preferred partner of our customers, good neighbour in our communities,

Rik De Vos

an employer of choice and champion for positive environmental change.

We see two challenges one external and one internal.

Grow with Purpose is a journey we have been travelling on for some time. Our manufacturing

Externally one of the biggest challenges for business

teams are focused on becoming a climate neutral business. We are proud to achieve climate

is to move from the competitive mindset of the

neutral accreditation in our Telford UK site in 2021.

linear business model, where the task and focus is

In every market where we have a presence we have an active
Community Engagement Program.
Our strategy has three pillars;
• Education
• Environment
• Health and wellness
Our work to date has seen us actively support local

to beat the competition, to a new model where we
work collaboratively to deliver a circular approach
to the stewardship of plastic whilst delivering the
returns required of our stakeholders. In this scenario
strategic alignment, ability to reimagine the future
and collaborative working to deliver our higher level
goals outlined for us by the UN SDG’s and Ellen
MacArthur foundations new plastics economy will

Q4

Lord Deben:

 s we emerge from the dramatic
A
disruption caused by the pandemic
has a sustainable business with
a purpose for good become even
more important to you and your
stakeholders?
Rik De Vos
The pandemic has accelerated and reinforced the
desire of all stakeholders in our business to make
the right environmental choices, the right
community choices and the right people choices.
The desire to build back better has become even
more important to Cedo and all our colleagues.
Our ambition is shared by our customers in every
market we serve. The recognition that doing good
is good for business together with a collective
desire to build a circular economy is changing the

communities, examples of this are;

become critical areas of focus.

way we do business together.

• Developing partnerships with Universities in Poland

Internally in Cedo we are focusing our attention

We share a desire to reduce waste, reduce our

• Upcycling business laptops to schools for students
•	Supporting the STEM (science, technology, engineering
and mathematics) challenge in the UK, a unique competition
for students to work on innovation challenges.
• Helping clean city parks in Moscow
• Supporting local sports teams in Poland

on how we embed the principals of the circular
economy throughout our business, training our
colleagues in what it means to operate and make
decisions in a more circular way, embedding
decision making and measuring our progress
across both enablers and outcomes.

climate impact and recycle more. As leaders in
the recycling of flexible plastic packaging from
households we will continue to increase the
capacity of our European recycling centre,
supporting our customers desire to use more
recycled plastic in their products and packaging.

|
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Q5

Grow with purpose

Lord Deben:

Do you see plastic still being as important a raw material in your business
in 2030 when you have delivered your climate neutrality targets?
Rik De Vos
I believe plastic will still be just as important as a raw material for Cedo in 2030 as it is today.
What will be different is the increased proportion of recycled plastic. We will have decoupled our business
further from fossil fuel based plastic as we increase our use of recyclates. We will also see the provenance

Q8

Lord Deben:

As a business with operations
across Europe and pacific rim,
how do you build and execute
your community engagement
program across such a diverse
group of countries?

of plastic become more important to customers and consumers our raw material strategy evolves to focus on;
•	Maximising our use of recycled plastic

•	Using more biodegradable plastic

(post-consumer flexible plastic packaging

(where collection systems are in place)

from households) increasing circularity

•	Increasing the reusability and recyclability of all

•	Using more recycled plastic with high levels

our products

of social impact

•	Reducing the amount of plastic we use to make
our products

Q6

 ow important is the creation of
H
your first diversity and inclusivity
plan in delivering your purpose?

Q7

How has your approach to human
rights and ethical procurement
evolved as you publish your first
sustainability plan?

Rik De Vos
I am very proud and excited to be launching our
first D&I plan in Cedo. People make Cedo what
it is today. We value the dedication, contribution,
energy and enthusiasm each and every one of them
bring to work every day. People are one of the key
pillars of our Sustainability Plan and our Diversity
Plan will outline how we will respect, support and
value all our colleagues. I believe that our business
should reflect the diversity of our customers and
the communities we are part of. Their contribution
will make us a better, faster and ultimately a more
successful business.

Cedo have always been very transparent in our
expectations regarding human rights from our
suppliers. Our new policy goes further by integrating
environmental impact measurement within our
extended supply chain.
We will work to ensure all our suppliers become
signatories to our Ethical and Sustainable
Procurement Policy, joining us on our journey
with a shared ambition to grow with purpose,
using resources more efficiently and minimising
waste and our environmental impact.

Rik De Vos
I see, with a lot of pride, the quick and deep
engagement of all employees within the company
our social responsibilities; our environmental

Being good neighbours is equally important to

commitment concerns about the communities

Cedo in all the countries and cities we operate in.

we interact with and the impact of our products

Our colleagues working in all our sites are already

on the global ecology. This will not be easy,

actively engaged in supporting their communities

but I have seen an immediate shift in decision

and neighbourhoods.

making, and prioritisation of actions, allowing for

Our Community Engagement Program will be

instance, to achieve a first milestone in our journey

nature of our organisation and the countries and
cultures we operate in. Creation and execution of
our local community programs will be driven from
our local offices as they are best placed to
understand the priorities of our local communities.
We are very proud of our bold and ambitious plan
to work together to become even better neighbours
in our communities.

Rik De Vos

What are you most proud of about
Cedo and its journey to grow with
purpose?

in our ambitious new strategy focussing on

corporate and local priorities reflecting the diverse
Lord Deben:

Lord Deben:

Rik De Vos

developed and delivered and it will integrate both

Lord Deben:

Q9

by achieving climate neutrality in our factory in
Telford, UK. We are already actively translating
our ambition into clear action, new products,
new investments and new community initiatives.
We are actively contributing to the European
legislative debate accelerating the transformation,
while articulating and communicating pro-actively
to the market our intentions. A dream has been
turned into a great journey and it pleases me
enormously to see the response from everybody
on our ambition.

|
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Grow with purpose

The Ellen MacArthur
Foundation’s
New Plastics Economy
initiative
Cedo have been members of the Ellen MacArthur
Foundation, and participants of the New Plastics
Economy initiative since its beginning in 2016.

Our plan: Grow with Purpose
Our plan has been built with input from all our colleagues across our 7 sites.
This exploration helped us to build a plan that addresses their ambitions for
the future whilst building on our established sustainability initiatives.

Sustainability is a core priority in our Vision 2025

Our plan is built on 3 pillars recognising that

strategic roadmap to deliver our ambition to

our economic growth as a business can only be

play a positive part in the delivery of the United

delivered by valued colleagues and communities,

Nations 2030 sustainable development agenda.

high quality products and a healthy planet.
Our pillars are aligned to these beliefs, each pillar

Our commitments will ensure we are better
placed to serve our customers in delivering their

We have greatly benefited from the collaborative sharing of ideas amongst
similarly minded organisations committed to a common vision for a circular
economy for plastics. The challenge to our thinking and the structured

sustainability objectives and make us a better
employer to our colleagues and better neighbour

being equally important and interconnected.
We recognise real success can only come from
delivering progress in all three areas.

to the communities we are a part of.

approach to embedding the core elements of circularity into our business
model that the Foundation provides has been hugely helpful. Starting this
year, we will measure and define our progress towards circularity using

Products

the Foundation’s Circulytics tool. The clear definition and measurement
provided will help us in our transition to be a more circular business.

Every organisation in the plastics value chain must play its part in creating
a circular economy for plastic, in which it never becomes waste or pollution.
Cedo has been a participant of the Foundation’s New Plastics Economy
initiative since its beginning, which unites businesses, governments
and others behind a clear vision and 2025 targets for a circular

Planet

economy for plastic. It will be a challenging journey, but by coming
together we can eliminate the plastics we don’t need, and innovate,
so the plastics we do need can be safely and easily circulated –
keeping them in the economy and out of the environment. We also
applaud Cedo for measuring progress towards this vision through our
Circulytics tool, since measurement of the circularity of your entire
business is crucial in ensuring your business is making meaningful progress.

“

“

Leading in recycling
& use of recycled material

Sander Defruyt,
Lead of the New Plastics Economy initiative at the Ellen MacArthur Foundation.

People

Championing health
& well-being
for all

Protecting the
environment
and reducing
our impact on
the world

|
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People
We believe that we need to ensure that our colleagues are valued, respected
and healthy. Building a team of colleagues who feel valued, respected, healthy and
engaged will ensure we achieve the goals we have outlined in our Vision 2025 roadmap.

OUR COMMITMENTS
3

GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

5

GENDER
EQUALITY

We will attract and retain the best talent by offering exciting and rewarding careers and development opportunities.
We will be good neighbours and build the respect of our communities by playing a bigger role in the lives of those around us.

WE AIM TO PROVIDE CAREER
AND INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT
OPPORTUNITIES FOR OUR
COLLEAGUES

WE WILL BECOME POSITIVELY
INVOLVED IN OUR COMMUNITIES
ACTING AS A SOCIALLY
RESPONSIBLE GOOD NEIGHBOUR

WE WILL RESPECT AND
SUPPORT DIVERSITY
AMONGST OUR
COLLEAGUES

who work with us in our sites is our

We will ensure that every colleague gets

We are invested in our communities as an

We believe that having a workforce

most important priority.

the opportunity to make the most of their

employer and community member. We will

that reflects the diversity of our

talents. Empowering them to build their

continue to actively engage in areas of mutual

customers business and the

careers within the Cedo family.

interest and benefit. Health and wellness,

communities we are part of is

community support and environmental projects

essential to being a good global

which benefit us all.

corporate citizen.

WE WILL PUT THE SAFETY
AND WELLBEING OF OUR
COLLEAGUE’S FIRST
The safety of our colleagues and those

|
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Grow with purpose

Planet

OUR COMMITMENTS
3

Challenging ourselves to continually
reduce our impact on the world around us.

WE WILL ACHIEVE CLIMATE
NEUTRALITY IN OUR
OPERATIONS BY 2030

WE WILL IMPROVE OUR
STEWARDSHIP OF WATER
We will ensure that our water stewardship

GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

WE WILL SEND ZERO
WASTE TO LANDFILL
FROM ALL SITES

8

DECENT WORK
AND ECONOMIC
GROWTH

13

CLIMATE
ACTION

14

LIFE BELOW
WATER

15

LIFE ON
LAND

16

PEACE, JUSTICE
AND STRONG
INSTITUTIONS

WE WILL PURCHASE FROM
SUPPLIERS WHO MEET OUR
ETHICAL, ENVIRONMENTAL
AND SOCIAL STANDARDS

Our manufacturing business is energy-

is enhanced with clear monitoring and

All sites across the group, both

intensive, as the major source of carbon

improvement plans. Reducing the overall

manufacturing and offices,

water consumption in our operations.

We will work with our supplier base to

emissions in our business we will maximise

will play a part in reducing the

All sites will become signatories to

ensure we are fully aligned on the ethical,

energy efficiency throughout our facilities.

waste we generate to zero.

Operation Clean Sweep. Reducing the

environmental and social standards

We will actively investigate the potential
for increasing our use of renewable energy.

loss of plastic pellets into the water
course and wider environment.

we expect of them and that they have
improvement plans in place where necessary.

|
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Products
UN Sustainability Development Goals

We believe that re-use and recycling
are critical in the sustainable utilisation of
plastic and reduction of waste to the environment.

3

PLANET

By recycling more effectively, we will contribute to developing a more circular approach to plastic. Reducing our
reliance on fossil fuel based virgin plastic in favour of recycled sources. We will continue to identify and develop

Climate
Neutrality

new products and practices that will benefit our customers and consumers, supporting their aspirations and needs.

WE WILL WORK WITH OUR CUSTOMERS
TO PLAN HOW WE REDUCE PLASTIC
USED IN OUR PRODUCTS, ENSURE
INCREASED RECYCLABILITY OR
BIODEGRADABILITY AND INCREASE
THE RECYCLED CONTENT

We will focus not just on the

We will focus on the better use of raw materials in

design of our products, but their

all our products through our Eco design process

packaging – ensuring it is always

ensuring we always select the appropriate raw

made from materials that are

material for each product and its intended life cycle.

recycled, recyclable or come
from a sustainable resource.

“

“

Waste and pollution
are not accidents, but the
consequences of decisions
made at the design stage
Ellen MacArthur Foundation

OUR
COMMITMENTS

Water
Stewardship
Zero
Waste

Our Commitments

WE AIM TO USE
ONLY RECYCLED,
RECYCLABLE OR
SUSTAINABLE
PACKAGING FOR
OUR PRODUCTS

Supplier
Standards
PRODUCTS
Recycled
Product
Content
Recycled
Packaging
PEOPLE
Safety
Career
Development

9

INDUSTRY,
INNOVATION AND
INFRASTRUCTURE

12

RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION

Community
Engagement
Diversity &
Inclusivity

GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

5

GENDER
EQUALITY

8

DECENT WORK
AND ECONOMIC
GROWTH

9

INDUSTRY,
INNOVATION AND
INFRASTRUCTURE

12

RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION

13

CLIMATE
ACTION

14

LIFE BELOW
WATER

15

LIFE ON
LAND

16

PEACE, JUSTICE
AND STRONG
INSTITUTIONS
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Grow with purpose:
Summary
We are all proud of our first sustainability roadmap at Cedo.
We recognise that only through transparent reporting of our
success’s and challenges can we build high levels of trust
and belief in the Cedo brand.
I personally look forward to working closely with all our partners,
customers, colleagues and suppliers to deliver our shared
ambitions and Grow with Purpose together.
Rik De Vos
CEO Cedo Ltd

Sales.uk@cedo.com
01952 272727
www.cedo.com/

Cedo Limited
Halesfield 11
Telford
Shropshire
TF7 4LZ
United Kingdom
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